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Mars feature of planetarium show
A neighboring planet is the subject of the

"The Mars Show." the new fall program at
the Planetarium.
To the Romans. Mars was the war god;
to science fiction writers, the red planet
was the home of war1ike races. Now
American spacecraft have found a
geological wonderland on Mars, which is
expected to be the first planet beyond
earth on which humans will walk.
"The Mars Show" explores the planet's
past, present and future. Written and
produced by Loch Ness Productions of
Boulder, Colo .• the program was arranged
for presentation by the Bowling Green
planetarium staff.
The program features the narration of
Patrick Stewart. who currenUy stars as
Capt. Jean Luc Picard in the television
series ··star Trek: The Next Generation."
Like all planetarium programs. ··The Mars
Show" is designed for a general audience
and is a multimedia event. combining
music, narration. hundreds of slides and
other ~ual effects, and the planetarium's
starfield, according to Or. Dale Smith,
director of the Universit/s planetarium.
The program is preceded by a short star

National exhibit on display at Fine Arts Gallery

talk showing the current evening sky.
Weather permitting, Friday and Sunday
programs are foUowed by stargazing
sessionS at the University's obsefValOtY.
These sessionS include viewing Mars
through the half-meter telescope. Mars is
especially blight in the skies this fal and wil
not be so easy to see again until the year
2020, Smith noted.
"The Mars Show" can be seen at 8 p.m.
on Tuesdays and Fridays and at 7:30 p.m.
on Sundays through Oct. 16 and Oct. 28
through Nov. 20.
Matinee performances are scheduled at
2 p.m. on Oct. 29 and Nov. 19.
A $1 donation is suggested for all shows.

"Communication By Design," an
exhibition featU(ing graphic design.
ilustration and 3-0 design by leading
innovators from across the country. opens
Friday (Sept. 30) at the Fine Arts Gallery.
The national. invitational exhibit will be on
display through Oct. 21.
In conjunction with the opening, a guest
lectUfe by noted New York City ilustrator
Jerry Pinkney will be presented at 7:30
p.m. Friday (Sept. 30) at the School of Art.
A reception wiD follow at 8:30 p.m. in the
gallery. Both special events are open to the
public free of charge.
Pinkney. a native of Philadelphia. has
been illustrating books since the
mid-1960s. His first book, The
Adventures of Spider: West African Folk
Tales. was published in 1964 by Litue
Brown. Initially concerned that he was
being hired because he was black--not
Faculty and staff are reminded to place
becaUSe he was talented--Pinkney later
their orders for Dec. 17 commencement
realized what the experience of being black
rental regalia at the University Bookstore as could contribute to his books.
soon as possible. Orders may be phoned
Since setting up a studio in
to Marge Houchins at 372-2851. A $5 late Croton-on-Hudson. N.Y .• in 1971, he has
charge will be added to orders placed after
created illustrations for numerous clients,
Nov. 28.
ranging from Dial Publishers. Macmillan and
the National Geographic Society to
Essence Magazine, NASA and the U.S.
National Parks Service.
In addition to illustrating Seagram's Black
History
Calendar for four consecutive
completed 30 or more semester hours and
years. Pinkney has an 11-year association
who have an accumulated GPA of 3.0 or
with with the U.S. Postal Service. He has
better.
created stamps for the "Black Heritage"
Application materials and guidelines are
Series. including the one honoring Dr.
available from the Research Services
Office in the Graduate College, 120 McFall Martin Llrther King Jr., as wel as Postal
Center. and the Undergraduate Admissions Service posters. In 1982 he was invited to
serve on the U.S. Postal Service Citizens
Office, 11 O McFall Center. Applications
are to be returned to Research Services no Stamp Advisory Committee and he was
apointed to the Quafrty Assurance
later than 5 p.m. Friday, Oct. 14. For
Committee in 1986.
additional information. contact Barbara
The winner of awards from major design
PeckorDeborahVetterat 372-2481.

Order your regalia

and iDustration organizations, he has twice
received the prestigious Coretta Scott King
Award, winning in 1986 for" A Patchwork
Quilt" and in 1987 for "Half a Moon and
One Whole Star." "A Patchwork Quilt" also
won the Christopher Award that recognizes
achievement in the highest values of the
human spirit.
"Communication By Design," according
to Jacqueline Nathan, director of the Fine
Arts Gallery. showcases the work of
leaders in the field, "particularly those who
are offering nontraditional solutions to
various design problems."
Four faculty members in the school's
design department. Richard, Lucas, Ron
Jacomini, Scott Townsend and David
Baldwin, are curators of the exhibit.
The exhibition includes the work of
nearly 40 design firms and individual
illustrators from across the country.
The exhibition wiU be on display between
9 am.-4:30 Monday through Friday and
from 2-5 p.m. on Sundays through Oct.
21. Admission is free. Groups can also
arrange to view the exhibit at other hours
by contacting the gallery director.

Applications available for research program
Undergraduate research project
applications are now being accepted by the
Office of Research Services. Funded by
the Alumni Association, the program will
provide up to $500 for support of a limited
number of independent student research
projects.
Pro;ects must be sponsored by a
participating department and supervised by
a faculty adviser. The competition is open
to undergraduate students who have

Festival Series opens season with Parkening
World-renowned guitarist Christopher
Parkening opens the ninth annual Festival
Series Wednesday (Sept. 28) with an 8
p.m. performance in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
One of the premiere classical guitarists
today. Parkening's career has spanned
more than 20 years during which his
recordings and concerts have received
international acclaim. His former teacher.
the legendary Andres Segovia has called
him "a great artist-one of the most britriant
guitarists in the world."
Parkening has received two Grammy
nominations for "Parkening and the Guitar"

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positionS are available:

N-wacancles
Posting expiration date toe employees to
apply: noon. Friday, Sept. 30. Employees
bidding on the listed positiol as are asked to
please take note of the posting dead&le.

9-39-1 and
9-30-2

9-30-3

Custodial Worker
PayRange2
Plant Operations and Maintenance
Food SerYice Woriter
PayRange 1
Food Operations
Academic year, ful-time

9-3Q-4

Typist 2
PayRange4
Political SciencelSPSA
Permanent. part-time

in 1977 and "Pleasures of Their
Company," a duo with soprano Kathleen
BatUe. in 1986. Recently. he has been
seen on the ''Today Show." ''The Tonight
Show" and "20120." He has nine releases
on the EMl/Angel label.
Last year he won the Montana
Governor's Award for the Arts and the
Outstanding Alumnus Award of 1987 from
University of Southern California "in
recognition of his outstamfmg international
achievement and in tribute to his stature
throughout the world as America's
preeminent virtuoso of the classical guitar."
Single tickets for the Parkening concert
are $7, $11 and $15 and are available at
the Kobacker Hall box office from noon to 6
p.m. weekdays. Student ticket prices are
$4, $8 and $12. Tickets may be reserved
using VISA or MasterCard by cal6ng
372-8171.
Tickets for the remaining four concerts in
the Festival Series will go on sale Monday,
Oct. 3.
Other concerts in the 1988-89 Festival
Series include The Jubal Trio, Nov. 3;
George Shearing, Dec. 3; Th Alvin Ailey
Repertory' Ensemble, Feb. 28; and the
Daewoo Chorale, March 12.

Faculty/staffpositions
The following faculty positiol is are avaiable:
English: Chair. Contact Alice ~onelo (2-2575). Deadline: Nov. 15.
lnten:ollegiate Athletics:~ softbal coach. Contact Chair". search and screening COlmlittee
clo athletic department (2-2401 ). ~= Sept. 26.
'
Political Science: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact Frank McKema (2-2921 ). Also
assistant professor (anticipated). Contact Tsuneo Akaha 12·2921 ). DeadlSle for both positionS:
1 or Wlti a qualified candidate is chosen.

Dec.

The following administrative positionS are avaiable:
Architect's Office: Project COOi dil iator. Contact Annmarie Heldt (2· 2558). Deadline: Oct. 7.
lnten:olleglate Athletics: Director of the golf coorse. Contact Chair of the Search and Screening
Committee.clothe athletic department (2-2401 ). Extended de;dne: Oct. 14.
Unlnrslty Union: Service manager for University Union Food Service (two positionS) Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deadline: Sept. 26.
.

-~:.

Five holidays remain for University
employees during 1988. They are
Veterans' Day on Friday, Nov. 11:
Thanksgiving Day on Thursday, Nov. 24
and Friday, Nov. 25, which is a floating
holiday from the reassignment of
President's Day; Friday, Dec. 23, a floating
holiday which is a reassignment of
Columbus Day; and Christmas day,
Monday, Dec. 26.

Date book
Monday, Sept. 26

Friday, Sept. 30

Open Forum, "Improving Discussion in the
Classloom." by Dr. M. Neil Browne, economics.
noon-1 :30 p.m., East Lounge, Firelands.
International Rim Series, "The Moon is just a
Naked Bal," 8 p.m .• Gish Film Theater, Hanna
Hal. The film is eitOOr dubbed or in the origWlal
language with subtitles. Free.
Concert, an alumni trio wil feature wor1<s by
Beethoven and Bratms. 8 p.m .• Bryan Recital
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Women's Volleyball, vs. Miami, 7 p.m .•
Anderson Arena.
National lmltatlonal Exhibition,
"Communication by Design, .. opens with a
lec:Ue and reception, 7:30 p.m.• Gallery, Fine
Arts Building. The exhibition wil continue
through Oct. 21. Hours are 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 2·5 p.m. on
Stmdays. Free.
Planetarium Program, "The Mars Show." 8
p.m.• Planetariun, Physical ScienceS Buiding.
$1 donation suggested.
Theatre Production, "Noises Off ... 8 p.m..
Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University Hal. For
ticket infonnation can 312-2222.
UAO Weekend Mowles, "Hair Spray .. al 8 and
10 p.m., "Polyester" at midnight, 21 O Math
Sciences Building. Admission is $1 .50 with

Tuesday, Sept. 27
N- Facuhy Orientation Seminar,
"Research at BGSU," 3-5 p.m., Alumni Room,
UniverSity Union. Pre-registration is required.
For more info1111ation, cal 372-2481 .
Men's Soccer, vs. Notre Dame, 3:30 p.m.,
Mickey Cochrane Field.
WBGU-TV Program. "River of Concern." Dr.
Karf Sctur. biology, disa ISSes polutants in the
M<unee River upstream from Toledo, 5:30 p.m.
Clalnel27.
Planetarium Program, "The Mars Show," 8
p.m .• Planetarium. Physical Sciences Buiking.
S I donation suggested.
Pragresslft Student OrganiDtlon Meeting,
9 p.m.• United Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Ttustin. Everyone welcome.

CSC sub-committees \Yednesday,Sept.28
need more members
Chemistry Seminar, "Laser-induced
Classified Staff Council is seeking
self-nominations from classified employees
for the foUowing committees: Personnel
Welfare Committee, Insurance Committee
and the Outstanding Classified Staff Award
Committee.
Nominations can be sent to Classified
Staff Council, P.O. Box 91.

Upcoming holidays

Spectroscopy and Mass Spectrometry of
Biological Molecules in Supersonic Jets. - by Dr.
David Lubman, Univer.;ity of Michigan. 4:30
p.m.• 70 Overman Hal.
WBGU-TV Program; "Art Beat." featt.nng the
artists and cultural events of llOl1hwest Ohio in
both live and taped interviews, performances
and exhibitionS. with host Marcia Brown. 5:30,

Channel27.
Women's Volleyball, vs. New Mexico State,
7 p.m .• Anderson Arena.
Festiwal Serles, presents guitarist
Christ~ Par1«!ning, 8 p.m.• Kobacker Hal,
Moore Musical Arts Center. For ticket
information cal 372-8171.

Thursday, Sept. 29
WBGU-TV Program, 'Tme Out." with host
Larry Weiss, as he interviews coaches. profiles
athletes and recaps University sporting events,

5:30 p.m .• Channel 27.
Student Composers Forum, 8 p.m.• Bryan
Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
11Matnt Production, "NoiseSOff." 8 p.m.,
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. University Hal. For
ticket infonnation call 372-2222.

Univer.;ity 1.0.

Saturday, Oct.1
Women's Cross Country, Mel Brodt
Invitational. 11 :30 a.m .• Forrest Creason Golf
Cotr.;e.

Men's Cross Country, Mel Brodt Invitational.
12: 15 p.m. Forrest Creason Golf Cowse.
Women's Volleyball, vs. Bal Slate, 7 p.m.•
Anderson Arena.
Plano Recital, features guest artist L1lz Marie
Puente. 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
ArtsCenter. Free.
Theatre Production, "Noises Off." 8 p.m.,
Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University Hal. For
ticket information cail 372-2222.
UAO Weekend Mowles, "Hair Spray" at 8 and
10 p.m .• "Polyester" at midnight. 210 Math
Sciences Building. Admission is $1.50 with
UniYen;ity 1.0.

Vol. XII., No. 14

Women's Volleyball, vs. Syracuse
University, 3 p.m .• Anderson Arena.
Planetarium Program, "The Mars Show ...
7:30 p.m .• Planetarium. PhysicalSciences
Building. 1 donation suggested.
Bryan Chamber Serles, features Colege of
Musical Arts Faculty, 8 p.m .• Bryan Recital Hal.
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

s

Monday, Oct. 3
International Rim Serles, -Welcome in
Vienna." 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hal.
The fim is either dubbed or in the original
language with English subtitles. Free.
Campus Rim, "camelot," 9 p.m .• 210 Math
Science Building. Free.

Oct. 3. 1988

Latta, Gangwer
receive Honorary
Alumnus Awards
Congressman Delbert Latta and Patricia
Gangwer, a former University presidential
assistant, each will receive Honorary
Alumnus Awards from the University at a
dinner in their honor October 7.
Latta and Gangwer
are the 27th and
28th recipients of the
awards which were
initiated in 1973 by
the Alumni
Association to
recognize
contributions to the
growth and
development of the
University by
Pat Gangwer
persons who are not
, graduates of Bowling
'Green.
For Latta. who will
conclude a
distinguished
30-year
Congressional career
in January. the
Honorary Alumnus
Award will be the
' · ' second accolade he
\ ~"' has received this
Delbert Latta
year from the
University. At the May commencement
exercises he was awarded an honorary
doctor of pubflc service degree.
The Congressman earned both
bachelor"s and master"s degrees from
Ohio Northern University and following
three tenns in the Ohio Senale was first
elected to the U.S. House of
Representatives in 1958. He has served
the Fifth District 1 O years longer than any
previous representative.
Latta has been responsible for
obtaining mimons of dollars in state and
federal funds for Bowling Green to aid
construction and renovation projects and
to meet special equipment needs.
including a $300,000 transmitter for
WBGU-TV. He also has arranged for
Presidents Ford and Reagan and other
high-ranking government officials to visit
the campus.
Earlier this summer. Latta announced
that he will donate his Congressional
papers and documents. a collection of
more than 400,000 items. to the
University's Jerome Library.
Gangwer, who has been a valuable aide
to six University presidenls. is a graduate
of Emporia State University in Kansas.
She started her career in 1952 as
secretary to President Ralph McDonald.

Continued on page 3

Sunday, Oct. 2

Bo\vlingGreen State University

Observing sea life at the University"s Marine Lab are (from left) Daryl Pierce. an undergraduate assistant, Bill Edgar. lab caretaker,
and Cindy Stong-Groat. biological sciences and director of the laboratory. Through a grant-funded program Stong-Groat is heading.
some area science teachers will be studying both freshwater and saltwater marine life and collecting specimens in Florida to bring
back to their classrooms.

Getting excited about the diversity of life

Diving into science: Sea life focus of class
Some area science teachers are
going to have the opportunity to get up
close and personal with some Florida
sea life. In fact. if all goes according to
plan a few fish and sea urchin should be
coming home with them.
An innovative program has received
major funding from the National Science
Foundation that will take the teachers to
the depths of the ocean to enhance
their knowledge of science.
This past spring, the NSF awarded
S 142,370 to the University's Marine
Laboratory to offer ··An Ocean Focus
for Science Teacher Enhancement."
The grant is the first installment of
three-year funding totalfing$444,512.
Through the program, which will begin
next spring and summer. 40 elementary
and secondary teachers will examine
and compare fresh water and marine
environments by taking University
classes. going on field trips to Stone
Laboratory on Lake Erie and taking a
10-day field trip to several sites in
Florida where they will collect animals
from the ocean for further study.
According to project director Cynthia
Stong-Groat. biological sciences and
director of the Marine Laboratory. the
program will utilize the ocean to

generate increased enthusiasm for
science among teachers and to inspire
interest in their students. It also will give
the inland residenls a better
understanding of the world's largest
habitat-the ocean.
''The basic idea stems from my
sabbatical experience." Stong-Groat
said, recalling a year she spent at the
Hubbs Marine Research Institute in San
Diego, Calif. '"There are activities
available fo• high school teachers along
the coast to study the ocean. but inland
people don't have that kind of
opportunity," she said.
"My thrust is to get them excited
about the diversity of life in the ocean."
When Stong-Groat returned to the
University's Marine Laboratory. the only
inland laboratory of its kind in the nation.
she ran a pilot program in 1 985 that
enabled Bowling Green City School
teachers to study marine habitats and
learn how to maintain a saltwater
aquarium. Three of the participating
teachers went on a
University-sponsored summer field trip
to Florida where they explored the
natural habitat of marine animals and
brought back specimens.
One outgrowth of the pilot project has

been an enrichment program that
involves the study of marine biology for
students in the Bowling Green City
Schools, said Stong-Groat.
The NSF funding will now enable the
University to vastly expand the pilot
program.
Like those in the pilot project.
participating teachers will learn hOw to
set up classroom saltwater aquariums.
Needed equipment will be purchased
with funds from the project and school
contributions. and the aquariums will be
stocked with specimens the teachers
collect in Florida. The teachers also will
be taught how to snorlde and scuba
dive.
··Each teacher wm share what is
collected in Florida. Hopefully they wll
each have one a hermit crab. a sea
urchin and a fish of some kind.··
Stong-Groat said. After making the
collections, the marine life will be sealed
tightly in bags of water and oxygen then
packed in styrofoam boxes and shipped
to Bowfing Green by plane.
The teachers will use what they learn
to develop new curriculum units which
will later be pubfished and made

Continued on page 3

New SOS program wants to put staff's good ideas to work
The Share of Savings Program is
looking for a few good ideas.
The program. which went into effect
July 1 • is available to classified
employees who have suggestions that
can be turned into more efficient work
and profit for the University. That means
profit for the employee. too, becaUSe
cash awards will be given for ideas that
are accepted and implemented.
Chris Sexton, WBGU-TV and a member
of the SOS Committee. said five ideas
have been submitted to the committee for
consideration and three of those
suggestions have been referred for
closer examination by the departments
that would be affected by the idea.

She said she hopes more classified
staff wiD take advantage of the program
by submitting ideas.
"Employees often have great ideas
about how to do something better at the
University, but hesitate to say anything
because they are afraid no one wiD
risten." Sexton said. "But this is a
program that is willing to listen and a
chance to bring about a change for the
better."
When implementing the program last
summer. Dr. Karl Vogt, then vice
president for operations, said that since
the campus has a large working
environment, there are many areas that
offer possibilities for new ideas.

Suggestions can range from a new way to
sen books at the Bookstore to new
approaches in serving food at the dining
halls.
The program works in the following
manner: any classified employee who is
not specificaDy responsible for making
such suggestions in the first place can
offer an idea. For example, a purchasing
agent would not qualify for the program
with an idea of how to find the best
purchasing price for materials becaUSe
that is part of the person's job. However,
the employee would be eligible for an
award for suggestions unrelated to his or
her job.
Sexton said there are no limits on how

often an employee can offer an idea or
receive an award.
To submit an idea, the employee shOuld
obtain a suggestion form from the SOS
coordinator. Dean Gerkens. risk
management. Ideas should be thoroughly
planned before fimng out the form.
Sketches and drawings can be included.
A joint suggestion (submitted by two or
more classified employees) must be
signed by all of the suggestors.
AD completed forms returned to the
SOS coorcfinator will be logged with the
time, date and file number with a copy
being forwarded to the SOS Committee.

Continued on page 3

Falcons nickname brings feathered friends to University
Two birds of a
feather are now
married together

The Bowling Green Normals. The phrase
itself seems to fall far short of the high
expectations placed on college athletic
teams. It just does not have the same ring
of skill and courage as the Bowling Green
Falcons. But up until
1927 the nickname
Normals was how the
No one thought it was a bird· brained
University's sports
idea,
but perhaps a few silently feared
teams were known
that
he
might lay an egg. Bui when
throughout the state.
Rhonda Richmond '88 accepted his
Common
proposal of marriage Eric Albers '85 was
nicknames used by
flying high.
sportswriters when
For the first time a former Freddie
Bowling Green was a
Falcon
would marry a former Frieda
state normal college.
Falcon. The two love birds tied the
an institution strictly
proverbial knot on Aug. 6 in Macedonia,
for teacher
Ohio.
preparation. included
When the priest turned to face his
Normals. Teachers
flock, a number of Freddies had come
Prince Frederick
and Pedagogues. But
home to roost. In addition to Eric, who
with the forthcoming addition of a College
was Freddie in 1983·84, and Rhonda,
of Liberal Arts. many people on campus
who was Frieda in 1986·8 7. the best
wanted to have a nickname that suggested
man was Dave Shilling '8 7. who was
Bowling Green was more than just a
Freddie to Rhonda's Frieda.
teacher-training institution. So the search
In attendance was William Kohagen
for a new nickname began.
'80.
who was Freddie in 1978-79. Two
According to Don Cunningham.
other Freddies were expected to attend,
associate director emeritus of
but failed to land. But as Eric remembers.
intercollegiate athletics and now
"We had birds all over the place."
co-director of the BGSU HPER/Athletic
Freddie himself almost made an
Archives. Ivan E. "Doc" Lake. a 1923
appearance. The Freddie alumni. in a
graduate and the sports editor of the
wedding-bird tradition, tried, but could not
Bowling Green Sentinel-Tribune in 1927.
work out the logistics, to get the mascot
suggested "Falcons" after reading an
costume across the state.
article on falconry. The administration
Eric and Rhonda's relationship hatched
approved the idea to and "to the best of my
at
Bowling Green through their
knowledge no other serious consideration
involvement
in the marching band
was given to any other name."
There's no doubt about it. Freddy and Frieda Falcon are the University's most spirited
fraternity and sorority. Kappa Kappa Psi
fans. Though their looks have changed and matured through the years. they remain the
Cunningham added.
and Tau Beta Sigma.
Lake gave several reasons why he chose
campus's ever fun-loving, crowd-pleasing birds.
Both played in the marching band and
the Falcons nickname. A practical reason
Then
the
athletic
department
took
control
took
charge
of
caring
for
and
training
the
were
leaders in Section A, the
was that it was short and could easily fit
of the process.
bird which he dubbed "Prince Frederick."
now-famous
hockey cheering section.
headline space.
Briefly during 1966 a mate for Freddie
Blakeman and the falcon were visible at
Both knew they wanted to be the
Falcons was also a name that was
surfaced into the spotlight. Mrs. Freddie
football, basketball and hockey games as
mascot the first time they saw the spirited
different, so it could be immediately
Falcon
made
her
first
appearance
during
well
as
many
other
University
events.
But
bird pair. Rhonda thought she would be
identified with the school. At the time Lake
the televised Bowling Green·Ohio
Prince Frederick was always tethered to a
perfect. "Who could be better than a 5'2"
chose the name. he said to his knowledge
University basketball game. Actually. Mrs.
long cord. so the only live mascot would
tuba player who hauled her instrument
it had never been used before to represent
Falcon
was
varsity
cheerleader
Doug
not
get
away.
through three inches of mud to support
a college team. Up until the mid-1950s not
Bleckner.
Mrs.
Falcon
made
few
After
Prince
Frederick's
solo
debut.
the Falcons?"
too many schools used Falcons as a
appearances with her famous husband and there were several falcons and hawks the
And being the mascot was special.
nickname. Cunningham said. Then the Air
then apparently flew away.
University cared for and trained over the
"Putting on the suit brought out a new
Force Academy nationalized Falcons when
But Freddie was an attractive bird who
years to be the mascot. By 1969 the
personality; I could squirt professors wilh
it adopted the name in 1955.
needed a female friend, so in the
University had obtained six falcons and
water guns and get away with it!"
The characteristics associated with the
mid-1970s a female Falcon named Frieda
hawks. and had three falconers to care for
It was especially special during one
bird also fit all the requisites of real
began to make sporadic appearances. But
them.
hockey game in 1986. Eric returned to fill
sportsmanship. Falcons are known as
not until the 1 980 basketball season was a
Many people still on campus can
in for his old roommate Shilling and the
powerful, courageous. swift, skillful.
full-time female mascot chosen accompany remember seeing a falcon swooping down
pair performed together for the first time.
enduring and determined birds. According
Freddie. Sue Sheard, the first Frieda in
from the rafters at halftime of a basketball
The Falcon couple will begin feathering
to Lake, "It will not give up a fight, even
1980. said that the relationship between
game or soaring over the field during
a nest in Stow, Ohio. Rhonda, who
unto its death. A born fighter. the bird will
Frieda and Freddie. whether it be wife,
football season. This activity did not begin
eanned a dual degree in elementary and
die in the battle before admitting defeat
sister or friend has never been officially
until the number of birds at the University
hearing impaired education. works as an
through flight. The falcon is a bird that goes
defined.
were sufficient to compensate if one of
interpreter for deaf kindergarten students
through a long period of training just as
Unbl 1978, Freddie was depicted by one them flew away. Dude. a red-tailed hawk,
in the Beachwood City Schools.
sports teams for BG go through long
student
during the entire year. although an
was one of the first mascots to be seen
Eric. whose love of animals extends
periods of rigorous drills."
alternate
was
available.
Today,
however,
flying
low
over
the
heads
of
the
crowds.
beyond
the mascot kind, is using his
Additionally. Lake said many species of
four students divide the responsibilities of
biology degree at the Aurora Sea World,
falcons are dark brown in color. This fits in
In the spring of 1969, an albino red-tailed working with whales and dolphins.
portraying Freddie and Frieda during the
quite well with the University's school
hawk, given the name of Alba, was
year.
according
to
Brad
Browning,
director
If the former Freddie and Frieda have
colors of burnt orange and seal brown.
captured and became the prominent live
of promotions and marketing in the athletic
children, will they be sent to Bowling
which were chosen years earlier in 1 91 4.
mascot for the University over the next two Green to follow the mascot tradition?
department.
Since 1927 Bowling Green has been
years. During this time. in 1970, Prince
"The
purpose
of
the
mascots
is
to
serve
"Both of my parents went to Bowling
known as the Falcons, and during the years
Frederick died from a respiratory ailment.
as
ambassadors
of
the
athletic
department
Green, .. Rhonda says, "so who knows
several different applications of the
and the University as a whole," Browning
what might happen?"
nickname have hatched and become part
But time was n.;nning out for the live
said. The Falcon mascots are encouraged
If it did work out that way. would
of University history.
falcons and the program was plagued by
to plan some of the antics they perform in
anyone cry foul-or. huh, fowl? -Rebecca
Freddie Falcon first flew onto the
front of the crowds, but a lot of what
Stevens
University scene in 1950 at the Bowfing
Continued on page 3
Freddie and Frieda do are impromptu.
Green·Ohio University basketball game.
Being enthusiastic, responsible, loyal
According to a Spring 1984At Bowling
and trustworthy are quafrties Browning said
Green magazine article. he was created by
are desirable in the Falcon mascots. Each
the members of the Alpha Phi Omega
spring the search for a new Freddie and
service fraternity to be the University's No.
Frieda is an involved process. Interested
1 fan.
persons must first apply in writing and pass
Bob Taylor. a sophomore in 1950, was
a series of interviews. one of which is
the first person to wear the papier-rnache
in-suit and requites the applicant to
head. feathered cape and brown sweat
respond to differrent situations. The final
ou1fit which created the figure of Freddie
cuts are made at the Beta 500 event where
Falcon.
the flOalists strut their stuff in front of the
Freddie's role during the 1950 season
crowd.
was to create school spirit at athletic
Since the 1960s Freddie's true identitiy
events. Freddie is still seen at virtually
has been a weD·kept secret around
every sporting event during the year and on
campus. Traditionally. the masks of
a regular basis at football. basketball and
Freddie and Frieda are not removed until
hockey games.
the last home basketball and hockey
The magazine article also relates that
games.
Freddie's appearances during his fledgfing
But Freddie and Frieda have not been the
period were not very consistent and his
only
mascots in the University's history. In
sponsors changed many times. Alpha Phi
1968 the campus had the real thing,
Omega sporadically sponsored the mascot
following a three-year search for a live
until the 1958 season when the duty was
falcon. A prairie falcon captured near
assumed by the University's Spirit and
Snake River Canyon, Idaho, by a volunteer
Traditions Board. This only lasted a year,
from the U.S. Fash and Wildlife Service was
however. and Freddie migrated in 1959,
Don Cunningham, co-director of the BGSU HPER!Athletic ArchiveS, is surrounded by
given to the University and became its
not to return to campus until the Spirit and
falcon memorabiTra. The Freddie Falcon suit dates back to the early 1960s, as pictured
long-awaited live mascot.
Tra<frtions board revived him in the faD of
in
the photo from a 1962 footbaR program.
John
Blakeman,
a
biology
education
1962. The board continued to sponsor and
student
at
the
time
and
a
qualified
falconer.
select Freddie until the spring of 1979.

Volunteers ask for campaign participation Hamilton, King
It's October again. On campus the month
brings homecoming, the opening of the
hockey season. the Office of Admissions'
Preview Day and the United Way
fund-raising campaign.
Homecoming is scheduled this weekend;
hockey begins on home ice Oct. 22;
Preview Day is Oct. 29; the United Way
campaign kicks off today.
Nearly 200 volunteers from all areas of
campus are involved in this year's fund
drive. which will extend through Oct. 28.
The effort is chaired by Greg Jordan, ice
arena. who is assisted by a nine-member
steering committee.
The committee has opted not to set a
goal for contributions this year, preferring
instead to concentrate on informing the
campus community a.t>cut the various
agencies of the United Way and inviting
every University employee to participate in
the campaign. Employees will be
encouraged to make a contribution so that
a record number of donors and dollars are
donated, but the the emphasis will be on
no-pressure solicitation.
Last year in Wood County more than
25,000 people benefited directly from
services provided by United Way agencies
in the greater Toledo area. Some of those
agencies are housed in Wood County: The
local unit of the American Cancer Society.
Big Brothers1Big Sisters of Northwest
Ohio, the Children's Resource Center, the
Family and Child Abuse Prevention Center,
Family Service of Northwest Ohio, King's
Daughters. Lutheran Social Services, the
Salvation Army. the Sandusky Valley
Domestic Violence Shelter··First Step, the
Wood County Council on Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse Inc .• and the Wood County
Health Dept.
The services on which Wood County
residents depend, however. are much
broader in scope, including such agencies
as the Maumee Valley Girt Scout Council.
Boy Scouts of America, the Kidney
Foundation of Northwest Ohio Inc .. the
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problems. On a couple of occasions a
falcon escaped. One time. Alba was
missing for five weekS betore a Fremont
farmer found the injured bird near its old
nesting grounds.
Another problem developed when
wildlife official's interpretation of the state
law which had allowed the birds to be flown
al athletic events under a scientific
collecting permit changed. Ohio native
birds could be possessed for scientific or
educational display. But wildlife officials
ruled that flying the birds at athletic events
could not be considered educational or
scientific. So the Falcon mascots were
grounded.
The demise of the live falcon program
came in the summer of 1973. David
Cornman, a former student falconer at the
University. said the program ended
because of lack of funding and because
there was no direct adviser to the program.
The University's two remaining falcons,
which had been donated to replace the
red-tailed hawks. were turned over to the
Toledo Zoo.
"The program ended mainly because the
Administration didn't feel the program was
worth funding for another year." said Elden
Martin, biology, who had been an informal
faculty adviser to the live falcon program
during its last year.
When the rrve Falcon mascots were
discontinued at the University it ended a
tradition that had set Bowling Green apart
from other colleges. The only other school
in the country with flying mascots is the Air
Force Academy.
So Bowling Green has been known as
the "Falcons" since 1927. but has anyone
ever wanted to change it?

Larry Weiss, associate vice president of
University relations and <firector of alumni
affairs, said he has never heard anyone
complain about the nickname. Some
groups have wanted to change the school
colors, he added, but everyone seems
very happy to be the "Falcons ...
""There aren't a lot of schools with the
nickname of "Falcons." so it is a more
unique name. It was picked for the bird's
fierceness and speed, which are very
appropriate quarities to represent athletic
teams." -Kari Hesbum
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The pledge card for this year's United Way campaign differs from the card use;;;;/-·.
previous years. The contributor's name and company will be pre-printed on the card. Each
employee is asked to indicate the amount of pledge and how it will be paid, choosing
either payroll deduction, cash or check. or direct billing from the United Way. Those who
choose payroll deduction may complete the • • section. designating the number of
checks from which the pledge should be deducted and when the deductions should
begin. All employees must sign and date the card. Payroll deduction cannot be authorized
without a signature.
Northwest Visiting Nurse Association and
the American Red Cross.
Employees who contribute $25 or more
to the campaign this year will have the
opportunity to designate their contribution
to the agency of their choice. A listing of
agencies and the procedures for
designating will be provided by the
volunteers who contact each faculty and
staff member.
Payroll deductions for the United Way
are also being encouraged this year and
employees will have the option of setting
up the deduction on an individual basis (see
instructions for completing pledge card).
Cash, checks and direct billing by the
United Way of Greater Toledo are also
options for payment.
"We want to make ii as easy as possible
for people to pledge to the campaign and
we want them to know that their money can
be channeled where they want it to go,"
Jordan said, emphasizing that all
contributions are completely confidential.
Volunteer training sessio;is for this year's

campaign began last week. Volunteers
who did not attend one of those sessions
are encouraged lo attend one of two
remaining meetings on Monday (Oct. 3) at
3 p.m. or Tuesday at 11 a.m .. both in the
Alumni Room of the University Union.
Volunteers will receive instructions on
completing the pledge card, which is new
this year. Instructions for completion of the
card will also be included in the envelope
which each University employe receives
from volunteers.
Questions about the United Way
campaign or the new pledge card can be
directed to Jordan or to any member of the
steering committee: Charles Schultz.
computer services, 372·2911; Marcia
Buckenmyer. Administrative Staff
Personnel Services. 372·2558; Jane
Jividen. plant operations and maintenance,
372-7635; Elmer Spreitzer, sociology,
372·2850; Keith Bernhard, technology,
372·6005; Dave Hyslop, business
education, 372-2904; or Linda
Swaisgood, public relations. 372·2716.

are appointed to
two new posts
Two promotions in the Office of Planning
and Budgeting have been announced by
Dr. J. Christopher Dalton. vice president
for planning and budgeting. Linda L.
Hamilton has been named director of
budgeting and Dr. Timothy D. King is the
new director of planning
Hamilton will assist in the devel:>pment of
University budgets; monitoring budge!
trends; and prepare various ~.nancial
reports Since 1923 she has been
assistant to the vice president to• planning
and budgeting.
King came to the Uni·1ersi!y in 1 983 as a
consultant in the Graduate College and in
1985 was named assistant to the dean.
At the University, he has served on the
Administrative Computing Council, the
University Computing Council Networking
Committee; a search committee for
programming manager; the
Telecommunications Financial Analysis
Committee. the task force on tax policy and
the University task force on computing.
His new duties will include coordinating
University strategic planning, conducting
data collection 'analysis interpretation and
providing computer expertise in the
development and generation of computer
models for enrollment projections.

Service moves
The Office oi Auxiliary Support Services.
which includes training and development.
will be moving from its fourth floor office in
the Administration Building to temporary
office space in Shatzel Hall Oct. 1 7.
The office will be relocated next to
Personnel Support Services, 22 Shatzel.
The function of the department will remain
the same. as will the phone number,
372-2236.
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Suite in the University Union and will be
preceded by a 6:30 p.m. cash-bar
cocktail party.

In her 32 years at Bowling Green.
Gangwer handled a variety of
assignments including budgeting,
instililional research and even served a
term as University ombudsman for
President Hollis Moore. In that position
she responded to complaints from
students, parents and others; a job she
said she enjoyed because she was able
to resolve so many problems and make
people feel good about the University.
Gangwer. who currently resides in
Bowling Green, is an outstanding writer
and was frequently called upon to

prepare important letters. speeches and
other documents. Her skill and knowlege
of the English language often made her
the final authority when questions of
communication and usage arose.
Since her retirement in 1983. Gangwer
has worked parttime on campus and has
maintained her interest in University
activities. She also sponsors a
scholarship for students in the creative
writing program.
The Honorary Alumnus Awards dinner
will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Community

Dinner choices are chicken cordon bleu
($10) and prime rib($ 11) and
reservations can be made by sending :i
check. payable to the BGSU Alumni
Association. to: Honorary Alumnus
Dinner. Mileti Alumni Center. Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403. No tickets will be mailed
and reservations will be held at the
Community Suite.

available to other inland teachers.
"We'd like to see a curriculum
developed for every grade, from
kindergarten through 12th grade,"
Stong-Groat said. She noted that in the
primary grades, for instance, the study
of marine life might be linked with
language arts study. As the teachers
work on developing new study units,
"there will be a lot of interaction
between us and the teachers
throughout the year," Stong-Groat said.
University faculty and staff will be
available to assist the teachers who will
also bring their students to campus to

see the Marine Laboratory.
"Our overall goal is the enhancement
of teaching and leanning by bringing the
ocean to the classroom." said
Stong-Groat.
In adcfrtion to Stong-Groat.
co-directors of the project include
Bowling Green alumnus Dr. William E.
Evans, under secretary for oceans and
atmosphere and administrator of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration in the U.S. Department of
Commerce, and Claudia T. Melear. a
marine biologist and science educator at
Ohio State University.

The program directors hope the
project will contribute toward alleviating
the critical shortage of qualified
pre-college science teachers as well as
a critical lack of understanding of marine
sciences among inland teachers. They
also hope that providing new
knowledge. experiences and materials
will improve the quality of science
teaching.
Participating elementary and
secondary teachers will receive tuition
and stipend support from the National
Science Foundation as well as 11
semester hours of graduate credit.

writing within 90 calendar days of the
original submission.
Ideas which are accepted but not
implemented may be resubmitted after
one year for reconsideration.
For implemented ideas that generate a
cost savings of $250 or more. the
suggestor wiD receive 40 percent of the
first year's estimated savings with
payment at implementation.
For ideas that generate a new new
revenue of $2,500 or more, the
suggester will receive four percent of the
first year's estimated net new revenue.
Fifty percent of the award wiU be paid
upon implementation with the remainder
paid at the end of the 12 month period.
Awards made on joint suggestions VliiD
be <frvided equally.
The program has some limitations.
Sexton said. Vague statments that merely
propose an improvement without

indicating how it can be put into effect will
not be accepted.

SOS

from the front page

The committee will review suggestions
for general acceptability. If the
suggestion does not faD under any
limitations and is property documented.
the committee will continue the reveiw
process by conducting a prefiminary
review within 1 O working days from the
date the coor<fmator filed the suggestion.
If determined to be eligible, the
suggestion will be forwarded to the
appropriate area for further study.
A detailed department study wiO be
returned to the SOS Committee within 20
working days from receipt indicating
acceptance or rejection of the proposal.
Rejections will contain a basic explanation
of the reasons for the department's
decision.
H the suggestion is not recommended,
or the department does not accept the
recommendation, the committee will
repo"! the reasons to the suggester in

Other suggestions tnat will not be
considered for an award include ones that
point out a deficiency in normal
maintenance; ones that previously have
been submitted and applied; suggestions
proposing an improvement already
planned, as evidenced in writing by the
department; ordinary requests for
supplies or services; subjects under a
··suggestion moratorium" and
suggestions that call for a return to an
established procedure already stated in
writing.
Sexton encourages classified staff to
submit their ideas. "Many people have
ideas but just don't think about writing
them down," she said. ··1rs to their
advantage to do it."

Falcons nickname brings feathered friends to University
Two birds of a
feather are now
married together

The Bowling Green Normals. The phrase
itself seems to fall far short of the high
expectations placed on college athletic
teams. It just does not have the same ring
of skill and courage as the Bowling Green
Falcons. But up until
1927 the nickname
Normals was how the
No one thought it was a bird· brained
University's sports
idea,
but perhaps a few silently feared
teams were known
that
he
might lay an egg. Bui when
throughout the state.
Rhonda Richmond '88 accepted his
Common
proposal of marriage Eric Albers '85 was
nicknames used by
flying high.
sportswriters when
For the first time a former Freddie
Bowling Green was a
Falcon
would marry a former Frieda
state normal college.
Falcon. The two love birds tied the
an institution strictly
proverbial knot on Aug. 6 in Macedonia,
for teacher
Ohio.
preparation. included
When the priest turned to face his
Normals. Teachers
flock, a number of Freddies had come
Prince Frederick
and Pedagogues. But
home to roost. In addition to Eric, who
with the forthcoming addition of a College
was Freddie in 1983·84, and Rhonda,
of Liberal Arts. many people on campus
who was Frieda in 1986·8 7. the best
wanted to have a nickname that suggested
man was Dave Shilling '8 7. who was
Bowling Green was more than just a
Freddie to Rhonda's Frieda.
teacher-training institution. So the search
In attendance was William Kohagen
for a new nickname began.
'80.
who was Freddie in 1978-79. Two
According to Don Cunningham.
other Freddies were expected to attend,
associate director emeritus of
but failed to land. But as Eric remembers.
intercollegiate athletics and now
"We had birds all over the place."
co-director of the BGSU HPER/Athletic
Freddie himself almost made an
Archives. Ivan E. "Doc" Lake. a 1923
appearance. The Freddie alumni. in a
graduate and the sports editor of the
wedding-bird tradition, tried, but could not
Bowling Green Sentinel-Tribune in 1927.
work out the logistics, to get the mascot
suggested "Falcons" after reading an
costume across the state.
article on falconry. The administration
Eric and Rhonda's relationship hatched
approved the idea to and "to the best of my
at
Bowling Green through their
knowledge no other serious consideration
involvement
in the marching band
was given to any other name."
There's no doubt about it. Freddy and Frieda Falcon are the University's most spirited
fraternity and sorority. Kappa Kappa Psi
fans. Though their looks have changed and matured through the years. they remain the
Cunningham added.
and Tau Beta Sigma.
Lake gave several reasons why he chose
campus's ever fun-loving, crowd-pleasing birds.
Both played in the marching band and
the Falcons nickname. A practical reason
Then
the
athletic
department
took
control
took
charge
of
caring
for
and
training
the
were
leaders in Section A, the
was that it was short and could easily fit
of the process.
bird which he dubbed "Prince Frederick."
now-famous
hockey cheering section.
headline space.
Briefly during 1966 a mate for Freddie
Blakeman and the falcon were visible at
Both knew they wanted to be the
Falcons was also a name that was
surfaced into the spotlight. Mrs. Freddie
football, basketball and hockey games as
mascot the first time they saw the spirited
different, so it could be immediately
Falcon
made
her
first
appearance
during
well
as
many
other
University
events.
But
bird pair. Rhonda thought she would be
identified with the school. At the time Lake
the televised Bowling Green·Ohio
Prince Frederick was always tethered to a
perfect. "Who could be better than a 5'2"
chose the name. he said to his knowledge
University basketball game. Actually. Mrs.
long cord. so the only live mascot would
tuba player who hauled her instrument
it had never been used before to represent
Falcon
was
varsity
cheerleader
Doug
not
get
away.
through three inches of mud to support
a college team. Up until the mid-1950s not
Bleckner.
Mrs.
Falcon
made
few
After
Prince
Frederick's
solo
debut.
the Falcons?"
too many schools used Falcons as a
appearances with her famous husband and there were several falcons and hawks the
And being the mascot was special.
nickname. Cunningham said. Then the Air
then apparently flew away.
University cared for and trained over the
"Putting on the suit brought out a new
Force Academy nationalized Falcons when
But Freddie was an attractive bird who
years to be the mascot. By 1969 the
personality; I could squirt professors wilh
it adopted the name in 1955.
needed a female friend, so in the
University had obtained six falcons and
water guns and get away with it!"
The characteristics associated with the
mid-1970s a female Falcon named Frieda
hawks. and had three falconers to care for
It was especially special during one
bird also fit all the requisites of real
began to make sporadic appearances. But
them.
hockey game in 1986. Eric returned to fill
sportsmanship. Falcons are known as
not until the 1 980 basketball season was a
Many people still on campus can
in for his old roommate Shilling and the
powerful, courageous. swift, skillful.
full-time female mascot chosen accompany remember seeing a falcon swooping down
pair performed together for the first time.
enduring and determined birds. According
Freddie. Sue Sheard, the first Frieda in
from the rafters at halftime of a basketball
The Falcon couple will begin feathering
to Lake, "It will not give up a fight, even
1980. said that the relationship between
game or soaring over the field during
a nest in Stow, Ohio. Rhonda, who
unto its death. A born fighter. the bird will
Frieda and Freddie. whether it be wife,
football season. This activity did not begin
eanned a dual degree in elementary and
die in the battle before admitting defeat
sister or friend has never been officially
until the number of birds at the University
hearing impaired education. works as an
through flight. The falcon is a bird that goes
defined.
were sufficient to compensate if one of
interpreter for deaf kindergarten students
through a long period of training just as
Unbl 1978, Freddie was depicted by one them flew away. Dude. a red-tailed hawk,
in the Beachwood City Schools.
sports teams for BG go through long
student
during the entire year. although an
was one of the first mascots to be seen
Eric. whose love of animals extends
periods of rigorous drills."
alternate
was
available.
Today,
however,
flying
low
over
the
heads
of
the
crowds.
beyond
the mascot kind, is using his
Additionally. Lake said many species of
four students divide the responsibilities of
biology degree at the Aurora Sea World,
falcons are dark brown in color. This fits in
In the spring of 1969, an albino red-tailed working with whales and dolphins.
portraying Freddie and Frieda during the
quite well with the University's school
hawk, given the name of Alba, was
year.
according
to
Brad
Browning,
director
If the former Freddie and Frieda have
colors of burnt orange and seal brown.
captured and became the prominent live
of promotions and marketing in the athletic
children, will they be sent to Bowling
which were chosen years earlier in 1 91 4.
mascot for the University over the next two Green to follow the mascot tradition?
department.
Since 1927 Bowling Green has been
years. During this time. in 1970, Prince
"The
purpose
of
the
mascots
is
to
serve
"Both of my parents went to Bowling
known as the Falcons, and during the years
Frederick died from a respiratory ailment.
as
ambassadors
of
the
athletic
department
Green, .. Rhonda says, "so who knows
several different applications of the
and the University as a whole," Browning
what might happen?"
nickname have hatched and become part
But time was n.;nning out for the live
said. The Falcon mascots are encouraged
If it did work out that way. would
of University history.
falcons and the program was plagued by
to plan some of the antics they perform in
anyone cry foul-or. huh, fowl? -Rebecca
Freddie Falcon first flew onto the
front of the crowds, but a lot of what
Stevens
University scene in 1950 at the Bowfing
Continued on page 3
Freddie and Frieda do are impromptu.
Green·Ohio University basketball game.
Being enthusiastic, responsible, loyal
According to a Spring 1984At Bowling
and trustworthy are quafrties Browning said
Green magazine article. he was created by
are desirable in the Falcon mascots. Each
the members of the Alpha Phi Omega
spring the search for a new Freddie and
service fraternity to be the University's No.
Frieda is an involved process. Interested
1 fan.
persons must first apply in writing and pass
Bob Taylor. a sophomore in 1950, was
a series of interviews. one of which is
the first person to wear the papier-rnache
in-suit and requites the applicant to
head. feathered cape and brown sweat
respond to differrent situations. The final
ou1fit which created the figure of Freddie
cuts are made at the Beta 500 event where
Falcon.
the flOalists strut their stuff in front of the
Freddie's role during the 1950 season
crowd.
was to create school spirit at athletic
Since the 1960s Freddie's true identitiy
events. Freddie is still seen at virtually
has been a weD·kept secret around
every sporting event during the year and on
campus. Traditionally. the masks of
a regular basis at football. basketball and
Freddie and Frieda are not removed until
hockey games.
the last home basketball and hockey
The magazine article also relates that
games.
Freddie's appearances during his fledgfing
But Freddie and Frieda have not been the
period were not very consistent and his
only
mascots in the University's history. In
sponsors changed many times. Alpha Phi
1968 the campus had the real thing,
Omega sporadically sponsored the mascot
following a three-year search for a live
until the 1958 season when the duty was
falcon. A prairie falcon captured near
assumed by the University's Spirit and
Snake River Canyon, Idaho, by a volunteer
Traditions Board. This only lasted a year,
from the U.S. Fash and Wildlife Service was
however. and Freddie migrated in 1959,
Don Cunningham, co-director of the BGSU HPER!Athletic ArchiveS, is surrounded by
given to the University and became its
not to return to campus until the Spirit and
falcon memorabiTra. The Freddie Falcon suit dates back to the early 1960s, as pictured
long-awaited live mascot.
Tra<frtions board revived him in the faD of
in
the photo from a 1962 footbaR program.
John
Blakeman,
a
biology
education
1962. The board continued to sponsor and
student
at
the
time
and
a
qualified
falconer.
select Freddie until the spring of 1979.

Volunteers ask for campaign participation Hamilton, King
It's October again. On campus the month
brings homecoming, the opening of the
hockey season. the Office of Admissions'
Preview Day and the United Way
fund-raising campaign.
Homecoming is scheduled this weekend;
hockey begins on home ice Oct. 22;
Preview Day is Oct. 29; the United Way
campaign kicks off today.
Nearly 200 volunteers from all areas of
campus are involved in this year's fund
drive. which will extend through Oct. 28.
The effort is chaired by Greg Jordan, ice
arena. who is assisted by a nine-member
steering committee.
The committee has opted not to set a
goal for contributions this year, preferring
instead to concentrate on informing the
campus community a.t>cut the various
agencies of the United Way and inviting
every University employee to participate in
the campaign. Employees will be
encouraged to make a contribution so that
a record number of donors and dollars are
donated, but the the emphasis will be on
no-pressure solicitation.
Last year in Wood County more than
25,000 people benefited directly from
services provided by United Way agencies
in the greater Toledo area. Some of those
agencies are housed in Wood County: The
local unit of the American Cancer Society.
Big Brothers1Big Sisters of Northwest
Ohio, the Children's Resource Center, the
Family and Child Abuse Prevention Center,
Family Service of Northwest Ohio, King's
Daughters. Lutheran Social Services, the
Salvation Army. the Sandusky Valley
Domestic Violence Shelter··First Step, the
Wood County Council on Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse Inc .• and the Wood County
Health Dept.
The services on which Wood County
residents depend, however. are much
broader in scope, including such agencies
as the Maumee Valley Girt Scout Council.
Boy Scouts of America, the Kidney
Foundation of Northwest Ohio Inc .. the
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problems. On a couple of occasions a
falcon escaped. One time. Alba was
missing for five weekS betore a Fremont
farmer found the injured bird near its old
nesting grounds.
Another problem developed when
wildlife official's interpretation of the state
law which had allowed the birds to be flown
al athletic events under a scientific
collecting permit changed. Ohio native
birds could be possessed for scientific or
educational display. But wildlife officials
ruled that flying the birds at athletic events
could not be considered educational or
scientific. So the Falcon mascots were
grounded.
The demise of the live falcon program
came in the summer of 1973. David
Cornman, a former student falconer at the
University. said the program ended
because of lack of funding and because
there was no direct adviser to the program.
The University's two remaining falcons,
which had been donated to replace the
red-tailed hawks. were turned over to the
Toledo Zoo.
"The program ended mainly because the
Administration didn't feel the program was
worth funding for another year." said Elden
Martin, biology, who had been an informal
faculty adviser to the live falcon program
during its last year.
When the rrve Falcon mascots were
discontinued at the University it ended a
tradition that had set Bowling Green apart
from other colleges. The only other school
in the country with flying mascots is the Air
Force Academy.
So Bowling Green has been known as
the "Falcons" since 1927. but has anyone
ever wanted to change it?

Larry Weiss, associate vice president of
University relations and <firector of alumni
affairs, said he has never heard anyone
complain about the nickname. Some
groups have wanted to change the school
colors, he added, but everyone seems
very happy to be the "Falcons ...
""There aren't a lot of schools with the
nickname of "Falcons." so it is a more
unique name. It was picked for the bird's
fierceness and speed, which are very
appropriate quarities to represent athletic
teams." -Kari Hesbum
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The pledge card for this year's United Way campaign differs from the card use;;;;/-·.
previous years. The contributor's name and company will be pre-printed on the card. Each
employee is asked to indicate the amount of pledge and how it will be paid, choosing
either payroll deduction, cash or check. or direct billing from the United Way. Those who
choose payroll deduction may complete the • • section. designating the number of
checks from which the pledge should be deducted and when the deductions should
begin. All employees must sign and date the card. Payroll deduction cannot be authorized
without a signature.
Northwest Visiting Nurse Association and
the American Red Cross.
Employees who contribute $25 or more
to the campaign this year will have the
opportunity to designate their contribution
to the agency of their choice. A listing of
agencies and the procedures for
designating will be provided by the
volunteers who contact each faculty and
staff member.
Payroll deductions for the United Way
are also being encouraged this year and
employees will have the option of setting
up the deduction on an individual basis (see
instructions for completing pledge card).
Cash, checks and direct billing by the
United Way of Greater Toledo are also
options for payment.
"We want to make ii as easy as possible
for people to pledge to the campaign and
we want them to know that their money can
be channeled where they want it to go,"
Jordan said, emphasizing that all
contributions are completely confidential.
Volunteer training sessio;is for this year's

campaign began last week. Volunteers
who did not attend one of those sessions
are encouraged lo attend one of two
remaining meetings on Monday (Oct. 3) at
3 p.m. or Tuesday at 11 a.m .. both in the
Alumni Room of the University Union.
Volunteers will receive instructions on
completing the pledge card, which is new
this year. Instructions for completion of the
card will also be included in the envelope
which each University employe receives
from volunteers.
Questions about the United Way
campaign or the new pledge card can be
directed to Jordan or to any member of the
steering committee: Charles Schultz.
computer services, 372·2911; Marcia
Buckenmyer. Administrative Staff
Personnel Services. 372·2558; Jane
Jividen. plant operations and maintenance,
372-7635; Elmer Spreitzer, sociology,
372·2850; Keith Bernhard, technology,
372·6005; Dave Hyslop, business
education, 372-2904; or Linda
Swaisgood, public relations. 372·2716.

are appointed to
two new posts
Two promotions in the Office of Planning
and Budgeting have been announced by
Dr. J. Christopher Dalton. vice president
for planning and budgeting. Linda L.
Hamilton has been named director of
budgeting and Dr. Timothy D. King is the
new director of planning
Hamilton will assist in the devel:>pment of
University budgets; monitoring budge!
trends; and prepare various ~.nancial
reports Since 1923 she has been
assistant to the vice president to• planning
and budgeting.
King came to the Uni·1ersi!y in 1 983 as a
consultant in the Graduate College and in
1985 was named assistant to the dean.
At the University, he has served on the
Administrative Computing Council, the
University Computing Council Networking
Committee; a search committee for
programming manager; the
Telecommunications Financial Analysis
Committee. the task force on tax policy and
the University task force on computing.
His new duties will include coordinating
University strategic planning, conducting
data collection 'analysis interpretation and
providing computer expertise in the
development and generation of computer
models for enrollment projections.

Service moves
The Office oi Auxiliary Support Services.
which includes training and development.
will be moving from its fourth floor office in
the Administration Building to temporary
office space in Shatzel Hall Oct. 1 7.
The office will be relocated next to
Personnel Support Services, 22 Shatzel.
The function of the department will remain
the same. as will the phone number,
372-2236.

Honorary Alumnus __1r_o_m_th_e_fr_on_t_p_a_g_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Suite in the University Union and will be
preceded by a 6:30 p.m. cash-bar
cocktail party.

In her 32 years at Bowling Green.
Gangwer handled a variety of
assignments including budgeting,
instililional research and even served a
term as University ombudsman for
President Hollis Moore. In that position
she responded to complaints from
students, parents and others; a job she
said she enjoyed because she was able
to resolve so many problems and make
people feel good about the University.
Gangwer. who currently resides in
Bowling Green, is an outstanding writer
and was frequently called upon to

prepare important letters. speeches and
other documents. Her skill and knowlege
of the English language often made her
the final authority when questions of
communication and usage arose.
Since her retirement in 1983. Gangwer
has worked parttime on campus and has
maintained her interest in University
activities. She also sponsors a
scholarship for students in the creative
writing program.
The Honorary Alumnus Awards dinner
will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Community

Dinner choices are chicken cordon bleu
($10) and prime rib($ 11) and
reservations can be made by sending :i
check. payable to the BGSU Alumni
Association. to: Honorary Alumnus
Dinner. Mileti Alumni Center. Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403. No tickets will be mailed
and reservations will be held at the
Community Suite.

available to other inland teachers.
"We'd like to see a curriculum
developed for every grade, from
kindergarten through 12th grade,"
Stong-Groat said. She noted that in the
primary grades, for instance, the study
of marine life might be linked with
language arts study. As the teachers
work on developing new study units,
"there will be a lot of interaction
between us and the teachers
throughout the year," Stong-Groat said.
University faculty and staff will be
available to assist the teachers who will
also bring their students to campus to

see the Marine Laboratory.
"Our overall goal is the enhancement
of teaching and leanning by bringing the
ocean to the classroom." said
Stong-Groat.
In adcfrtion to Stong-Groat.
co-directors of the project include
Bowling Green alumnus Dr. William E.
Evans, under secretary for oceans and
atmosphere and administrator of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration in the U.S. Department of
Commerce, and Claudia T. Melear. a
marine biologist and science educator at
Ohio State University.

The program directors hope the
project will contribute toward alleviating
the critical shortage of qualified
pre-college science teachers as well as
a critical lack of understanding of marine
sciences among inland teachers. They
also hope that providing new
knowledge. experiences and materials
will improve the quality of science
teaching.
Participating elementary and
secondary teachers will receive tuition
and stipend support from the National
Science Foundation as well as 11
semester hours of graduate credit.

writing within 90 calendar days of the
original submission.
Ideas which are accepted but not
implemented may be resubmitted after
one year for reconsideration.
For implemented ideas that generate a
cost savings of $250 or more. the
suggestor wiD receive 40 percent of the
first year's estimated savings with
payment at implementation.
For ideas that generate a new new
revenue of $2,500 or more, the
suggester will receive four percent of the
first year's estimated net new revenue.
Fifty percent of the award wiU be paid
upon implementation with the remainder
paid at the end of the 12 month period.
Awards made on joint suggestions VliiD
be <frvided equally.
The program has some limitations.
Sexton said. Vague statments that merely
propose an improvement without

indicating how it can be put into effect will
not be accepted.

SOS

from the front page

The committee will review suggestions
for general acceptability. If the
suggestion does not faD under any
limitations and is property documented.
the committee will continue the reveiw
process by conducting a prefiminary
review within 1 O working days from the
date the coor<fmator filed the suggestion.
If determined to be eligible, the
suggestion will be forwarded to the
appropriate area for further study.
A detailed department study wiO be
returned to the SOS Committee within 20
working days from receipt indicating
acceptance or rejection of the proposal.
Rejections will contain a basic explanation
of the reasons for the department's
decision.
H the suggestion is not recommended,
or the department does not accept the
recommendation, the committee will
repo"! the reasons to the suggester in

Other suggestions tnat will not be
considered for an award include ones that
point out a deficiency in normal
maintenance; ones that previously have
been submitted and applied; suggestions
proposing an improvement already
planned, as evidenced in writing by the
department; ordinary requests for
supplies or services; subjects under a
··suggestion moratorium" and
suggestions that call for a return to an
established procedure already stated in
writing.
Sexton encourages classified staff to
submit their ideas. "Many people have
ideas but just don't think about writing
them down," she said. ··1rs to their
advantage to do it."

Date book

"New Music Festival Virtuosi," on Compact Disc (in middle foreground) is only one of
several recordings made highlighting music from the University's annual New Music
and Art Festivals. The titles showcased here offer the works of many of today's most
promising composers.

Monday, Oct. 3

Friday, Oct. 7

National lnvilational E•hibit,
··communicat!On by Design.·· Gallery. Fine Arts
Building. 9 am.-4 pm Monday·Froday, 2-5 p.m
on Sundays. Free.
University Theatre Auditions, ·· 84 Charing
Cross Road." 7 p m .. 400 University Hall Open
to campus and community.
Fine Arts Lecture, "The Development ol
Ouiltmaking in this Country." by Yvonne
Porce8a. 7:30 p.m .. 1t9 Fine Arts Building.
Free.
International Film Serles, ''Welcome in
Vienna," 8 p.m .. Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
The film is either dubbed or in the original
language with subtitles. Free.
Campus Film, "Camelot." 9 p m.,210 Math
Science Building. Free.

Board of Trustees Meeting, 1o a m .
Assembly Room. McFall Center
Graduate Student Lunch, noon. United
Christian FeHowship Center. 31 3 Thurstin. S 1.
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon. Ice Arena

Compact Disc offers festival music
Another in a series of recordings
featuring music :rom the New Music and
Art Festival has been released by the
College of Musical Arts.
··New Music Festival Virtuosi," on
Compact Disc. offers works culled from
the New Music Festivals and the
University's musical arts faculty. As the
liner notes explain, "Each work. in its own
way, is intendec to astound the listener.
to given indication of expressive and
technical possibilities beyond assumed
boundaries "
Selec!ions •nclude ·Taking Measures"
by Eugene O"Brien; "Eternal Winter" by
Allan Schindler. ··FJuxus II" by Ramon
Zupko; and "&Jnata fo; Alto Saxophone
and Piano" by Wiiliam Albright.
"Taking Measures" resembles a
small-scale v1ohn concerto in which the
violinist soloist Paul Makara is a "first
among equals ... Robert Spano conducts .
Trombonist Paul Hunt performs
"Eternal Winter ... which is one of a series
of works Schindler has composed for
soloists on the Eastman School of Music
faculty. The work attempts to convey the
sense of solitude. mystery and icy beauty
of a winter landscape in the interwoven
trombone and tape parts.
Spano is featured at the piano in
"Fluxus IL" The piece, which was
premiered by Abraham Stockman at Alice
Tull Hall in New York in 1979.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following c:ass1fied positions are available:
Promotional Examination
Pcsting ex;:11ra11cn date for employees to
apply: noon. ;:,;clay. Oct. 14.
10·14-1

Carpenter2
Pa:i Ra.,ge8

P.ar.t operations and maintenance

,Carpenter Shep)

An examina!ion w1l be given for the above
classlficabon Cana1dates will be ranked basecl
on test scores and experience. and an eiig1ble

:ist will be estabUslled. As vacancies occur
names are referred from this list. Employees may
apply and take me examir.alion even if currently
in a probationary i:;erood
New vacancies

Posting e•o·rat!On elate for employees to
apply: noon. Fr.clay. Oct 7. Employees bidding
on the l1Stecl poS1tt0ns are asked to please tai<e

note of the posting deaahne. ( • indicates that
employees from o1111thin tne department are
bidding and ce:ng conSsdered for the posit10n.)
1O·7-1

Clerk 1
Pay Rar.ge 2
Cooi::erat;ve Education
Academic year, part·lime

10.7·2

• library Media Technical
Assistant 2
PayRange26
Science Library
Permanent. part-time

The fourth selection. Albrighl's "Sonata
for Alto Saxophone and Piano" is
performed by saxophonist John Sampen
and pianist Marilyn Shrude. Albright is
recognized as one of the principal figures
in the revival of interest in Scott Joplin and
~ther ragtime masters and the final
movement of this piece contains
intimations of American popular styles.
The recordings were made in Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Shrude and Hunt co-produced the
recording and the technician was Mark
Bunce. Vincent Corrigan wrote the liner
notes. The cover photo and graphic
:.:esign are credited to Amanda Mott.
The recording was funded in part by an
Academic Challenge grant from the Ohio
Soard of Regents and by a grant from the
Ohio Arts Council.
The CD is available for $8, plus S 1 for
shipping and handling, by writing to New
Music from Bowling Green. College of
Musical Arts, Bowling Green State
University.
The Compact Disc is the latest in a
series of recordings from Bowling Green
which feature new music performed by
faculty the College of Musical Arts. A
brochure describin.Q available titles of
LPs, cassettes and CDs can be obtained
by contacting the college.

Open enrollment set
The BGSU Health Care Plan provides for
an annual open enrollment period during
October. At this time. any employee who
previously waived family coverage may
enroll his or her eligible dependents.
Family coverage en.rolled for during the
open enrollment period will become
effective Dec. 1 .
Employees who want to enroll for family
coverage during the open enrollment
period should go to the benefitsiinsurance
office. 10 Shatzel Hall. For more
:nformation, call 372-2112.

Tuesday, Oct. 4
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m.,
Assembly Room. McFall Center.

WBGU-TV Program, "The University Forum,"
5:30 p.m .. Micheal Marsden. popular culture.
hosts Loften MitcheU, playwright. educator.
author and filmmaker. Channel 27.
University Theatre Auditions, "84 Charing
Cross Road," 7p.m .. 400 University Hall. Open
to campus and Community.
Planetarium Program, "The Mars Show," 8
p m., Planetarium, Physical Sciences Building.
$1 donation suggested.
Progressive Student Organization Meeting,
9 p.m., United Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin. Everyone welcome.
Campus Movie, ··The Buddy Holly Story," 9
pm., 210MathScience8uilding. Free.

Wednesday, Oct. 5
Meet the President, open discussion with
President Olscamp, noon. Mcfall Assembly
Room, McFall Center.
Men's Soccer, vs. Evansville. 3:30 p.m ..
Mickey Cochrane Field.
Chemistry Seminar. "Tooiing up for the 21 st
Century: Computer in Chemical Education ... by
John Moore. Eastern Michigan University, 4:30
p.m., 70 Overman Hall.
WBGU-TV Program, "Art Beat," featuring the
artists and cultural events of northwest Ohio in
both live and taped interviews. performances
and exhibitions, with host Marcia Brown. 5:30,
Channel27.
Faculty Artist Series, presents trombonist
Paul Hunt. 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
campus Movie, "Footloose," 9 p.m .• 210
Math Science Building. Free.

Thursday, Oct. 6
Administrative Staff Council Meeting, 1:30
Alumni Room, University Union.
WBGU-TV Program, 'Tune Out:· with host
Larry Weiss. as he interviews coaches. profiles
athletes and recaps University sporting events.
5:30 p.m .. Channel 27.
Homecoming Pep Rally, 7:30 p.m .. College
Parle
Homecoming Bon Fire, 8:30 p.m .. College

p.m~.

Park.

Artist wears her art
A California artist, author and teacher
who specializes in wearable and fabric art
.viii speak Monday (Oct. 3) at the
University.
Yvonne Porcella. whose work has been
featured in major quilt exhibitions.
decorative arts gaileries and museums. will
speak at 7:30 p.m. in 119 Fine Arts
Building.
She is expected to talk about the
development of quiltmaking in !his country
as well as the books about quilting she has
;;:ublished.
Porcella uses unusual combinations of
co!or to produce vibrant expressions with
an apparently endless palette. Sne has
lectured throughout the United States and
Canada and is planning a lecture tour in
Europe and Australia.
The program is free and open to the
public.

University Theatre Production. "Noises Off."
8 p m.. Eva Marie Saint Theatre. University Hall.
For ticket information caD 372-2719.
campus Movie, "Jailhouse Rock." 9 p.m..
Gish Fdrn Theater. Hanna Hall. Free .

The foDowing faculty poSllions are available:
English: Chair. Contact Alice Cak:leronelo (2·25 75) Deadline: Nov. 15: Also. ass&Stant
(associate) professor (anticipated). Two positions. Contact Lester E. Barber (2-2576) Deadlines:
Nov. 15.

The following administrative positions are available:
Architect's Office: Project coordinator. Contact Annmarie Heldt (2·2558). Deadline: Oct 7.
Student Affairs: Director, Program for the Prevention of Alcohol and Substance Abuse. Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2·2558). Deadline: Nov. 1.

Women's Volleyball, vs. Northern llttnois.
7:00 p.m .. Anderson Arena.
Homecoming Art Show. 7:30-lOp.m.
Off-Campus Student Center. Moseley Hall.
Free.
Planetallum Program, "The Mars Show "8
p.m .. Planetarium. Physical Sciences Building.
$1 donation suggested.
Theatre Production, "N01ses Olf." 8 p.m .
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. UniverS1ty Hall For
ticket information call 372-2791.
UAO Weekend Movie, "Dirty Dancing" at 8,
1O and midnight. 210 Math Sciences Building.
AdmiSSIOfl iS $1.50 with University 1.0.
Homecoming Dance, 9 p.m .. Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. University Union.

The Friends of the University Libraries
and Center for Archival CoUections (CAC)
is planning the annual Authors' and Artists'
Reception for University authors of
published books (first edition); artists of
regional, national or international
exhibitions; and musicians of original
compositions or solo performances that
have received regional, national or
international recognition.
The reception wiU be from 7:30-9:30
p.m. Nov. 14 in the conference room of

Used books are being sought for the
annual book sale of the Bowling Green
Branch of the American Association of
University Women (AAUW). The sale wiD
be held Nov. 5 at the Wood County District
Public Library. Proceeds from the sale are
used for scholarships.
Anyone having books to donate should
contact Margo Skaggs at 352-7093 or
Joan Gordon at 352-8175.
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All-Alunmi Open House and Reception, 9
a.m.-5:30 p.m .. Mileti Alumni Center.
Homecoming Parade, 10 a.m .. starts at the
Jee Arena.
Homecoming Football, vs. Ohio University,
1 :30 p.m .. Doyt l. Perry Field.
Homecoming Art Show, 3- 7 p.m.,
Off-campus Student Center. Moseley Hall.
Men's Soccer, vs. Ohio State. 4 p.m .. Mickey
Cochrane Field.
Women's Volleyball, vs. Central Michigan. 7
p.m~. Anderson Arena.
Cello and Piano Recital. performed by Elliot
Cheney and Edward Eikner. 8 p. m . Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center Free.
Theatre Production, "Nc•ses Off." 8 p.m.,
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Univers;!y Hall. For
ticket information call 372-2719.
UAO Weekend Movie, "Dirty Da.,cing" at 8.
1O and midnight. 21 O Math Sciences Building.
Admission is S 1 50 with Umversity 1.0.

As part of a 10-day trip to Japan in August, John Sampen rehearses with the Osaka
Municipal Symphonic Band at the International Saxophone Concert.

Sounds of music in Japan able to
break foreign language barriers

Sunday, Oct. 9
Bowling Green Philharmonla Concert, 3
p.m .. Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
Planetarium Program, "The Mars Show."
7:30 p.m., PlanetaritJm, Physical Sciences
Building. S 1 donation suggested.

Monday, Oct. 10
Fridays Visiting Writers Series, .Life After
the MFA ... by Mark Berman. poet, attorney and
graduate of the University's creative writir.g
program. 3:30-4:30 p.m .. 150A Jerome
Library.

International Film Series. "Muddy River.·· 8
p.m., Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall. The film is
either dubbed or in the origin<:l ianguage with
English subliUes. Free.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly by the
Office of Public Relations for faculty and staff
of BowflllQ Green State University. The
deadline to submit material for the Oct. 10
issue is 5 pm. Tuesday. Oct. 4.

Editor: Melissa Peper Firestone
Photographer: Jeff Hall

Jerome Library. It v.ill recognize individuals
who have completed their achievements
since July 1 • 1987.
Department chairs and school directors
are asked to help identify the creative
persons in their departments by providing a
list of their names and tne titles of their
work. The information should be sent to Dr.
Kathryn Thiede, dean·s office. Jerome
Library, by Oct. 10.

For sale
The College of Technology has for sale a
1980 Xerox Word Processing System that
includes a half-page cfisplay screen,
controDer (disk drives). and a letter quality
printer_ Also for sale is a 1985 Dictaphone
Thought Tank Recorder System 1925. tt
includes a thought tank recorder and
transcription terminal.
The department also has for sale a 1980
Dictaphone Thought Center System 293.
For more information about the equipment,
caD 372-2438.
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Arnolds honored
at homecoming
for their service

Saturday, Oct. 8

Names needed for artist-author reception

Books are needed
Faculty/staffpositions

Lounge.

Marilyn Shrode and James Umble, a
fonner Bowling Green student of John
Sampen 's. tour a temple in Kyoto,
Japan while attending the World
Saxophone Congress.

One of the biggest barriers at the Ninth World Saxophone Congress in Tokyo this
past summer for John Sampen and Marilyn Shrude. both of musical arts, was the
language. Musicians and composers from around the world attended the conference
and often attempts to communicate with one another were difficult.
But Shrude said music became the one sophisticated language everyone had in
common.
"I remember a particular moment when John was in a band rehearsal where no one
spoke the same language, .. she said. "But when he gave the down beat to start.
everyone knew what to do. All the frustrations melted away and we were there
communicating ...
Sampen said he could feel the same thing happening with the audiences. "We might
not speak the same language and we might not have the same opinion of the music. but
everyone can understand it. ..
Sampen and Shrude attended the World Saxophone Congress in Tokyo and the
International Saxophone Concert in Osaka during a 1 0-day trip to Japan in August. The
congress is held every three years and attracts about 500 saxophonists from more
than 14 countries. Sarnpen. who has performed at six of the world meetings, was
invited to present new music at the final evening concert. Shrude was commissioned to
write a new work for alto saxophone and piano, which resulted in the piece "Renewing
the Myth.·· a contemporary setting based on the famous theme by Pagannini.
Also featured at Sarnpen·s evening recital was "Concerto I for Alto Saxophone and
Taped Instruments" which was composed by Burton Beerman, musical arts.

Continued on page 3

A Toledo couple attending their 51 st
consecutive homecoming were the center
of attention during halftime ceremonies at
the homecoming football game Saturday.
Charles F. and Jane P. Arnold. both
1942 graduates of Bowling Green. were
the 26th recipients of the Alumni Service
Award. Theodore Jenkins. president of the
Alumni Association, presented the honor.
The award honors University graduates
who have devoted time and work on behalf
of the Alumni Association and the
University.
"The Arnolds have been involved in so
many alumni activities over a long period of
time," said Larry Weiss. associate vice
president and director of alumni affairs.
"You can always call them and they will be
available to help:·
The Arnolds have attended the
homecoming football game every year
since they were freshman. "That's the kind
of thing that exhibits their loyalty,·· Weiss
said.
The Arnolds have been involved in many
program committees for the Greater Toledo
Chapter of the Alumni Association and have
worked on several fund raising campaigns
for Bowling Green. including some for the
Alumni Center.
They also have served on awards
committees and on an alumni committee to
select a Master Teacher, an annual award
given to an outstanding faculty member.
Mr. Arnold is a past member of the
Alumni Association Board. While a student
at Bowling Green from 1938 to 1942, he
was a member of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
social fraternity and managed a
cooperative eating club in one of the
campus residence halls. He is a native of
Woodville.
Mrs. Arnold, a native of Lima, also
attended Bowling Green from 1 938 to
1942. She served on the board of her
residence hall and was vice president of
her social sorority, Alpha Phi. She is also a
member of Kappa Delta Pi honorary
education fraternity.

United Way answers most frequently asked questions
During the years the United Way
campaign has been a tradition on campus.
a number of questions about the fund drive
have been directed to the faculty and staff
who volunteer to help with the effort. Many
of these questions continue to surface.
revealing common misperceptions about
the United Way. The questions and
answers below adC:ress some of those
misperceptions and are provided as
information from the i 988 United Way
campus steering committee.
How many people know whether I
contribute to United Way?
Your contribution to United Way is
entirely confidential. Your pledge card
should be returned to your volunteer in a
sealed envelope. Volunteers do not open
these envelopes but turn them in to the
campaign general chairman who records
them only for purposes of reporting total
University giving. Of course. if you opt for
payroR deduction of your contribution. the
payroR office also receives your pledge
card to set up your payments. No one else
on campus sees your pledge card. The
cards are sent to the United Way office in
Toledo when the campus campaign is over
What about that master list of
tabulations? Does my department chair,
supervisor or vice president, or the

University president, ever see that?
No. Your giving record is completely
confidential and is never revealed to
another incftvidual for any reason. You may,
in fact, mail your contribution directly to the
Greater Toledo United Way in Toledo if you
are concerned about maintaining
anonymity on campus.
I'm sure that at one time my United
Way contribution, or lack of it, was
considered in determining my salary
increase. How could this be if my giving
record is so confidential?
During the past several years the
character of the United Way campaign has
changed drasticaDy on campus. While it
may once have been a high-pressure, "fair
share"-oriented fund drive, it has evolved
into a no-pressure, "give what you wish"
approach. There is fittle chance that your
contribution was ever a factor in
determining salary, but there is absolutely
no chance that your contribution now will in
any way impact on your salary or
opportunities for advancement.
Isn't it true that many agencies that
receive United Way funding also conduct
their own fund drives? I thought the
United Way was supposed to keep these
individual agencies from going

door-to-door on their own fund-raising
campaigns?
It is true that the United Way was created
to assist many agencies through one fund
appeal. However, the Greater Toledo
United Way campaign helps support more
than 170 different programs through 76
agencies, and requests for funding
increase each year. Unfortunately. United
Way allocations represent only a
percentage of the total operating expenses
of these service agencies which must
make up the balance of their budget from
their own fund-raising activities. The United
Way remains, however. a very effective
way to help many agencies with one
contribution.

"Using Your United Way Dollars Wisely"
which explains the allocation process and
includes a Donor Designation Form.
Instructions for completing the form are a
part of the brochure. The Donor
Designation Form should be returned to
your volunteer with your pledge card.
It is also important to remember that even
though a particular agency may have a
cfrrect religious or other affiliation. the
clients it serves generally represent a
broad spectrum of the greater Toledo area
population.

How can I be sure that my contribution
really goes to the agency I specify?
At the bottom of the Donor Designation
Form is a line which asks if you wish your
gift to be acknowledged by the receiving
agency. Check "Yes" if you wish to be
certain your contribution was actually
received by the agency for which it was
designated.

I don't agree with the philosophy of
some of the agencies which the United
Way supports.. If I contribute, isn't there
a chance that my money will help fund
some program I don't like?
Each donation to the United Way
If I designate my contribution, does
becomes part of the funding tor the 1 70
this mean that the agency of my choice
programs offered by United Way's 76
will receive its regular allocation from
agencies. However, if you have special
the United Way plus my gift?
feelings about particular agencies, the
No. Designated gifts tend not to increase
United Way of Greater Toledo allows you to
the total allocation to an agency
designate a gift of $25 or more to the
Designations. in effect. become the
agency of your choice. Included in the
packet of materials you received from your
United Way volunteer is a brochure on
Continued on page 3

